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BONJOUR,

Autumn

Step into this year’s autumn ingeniously and make this
wonderful season unforgettable. Make sure to check out the
exclusive oﬀers of MOM Park’s stores and restaurants.
Refined, sophisticated and stylish collections, inspiring
moments and genuine autumn culinary experiences await
you on busy weekdays and on lazy weekends.
Lovers of the classics can discover romantic floral patterns,
those looking for oppositions can enjoy lively colours, but
those who love elegant, lighter, delicate fabrics will also find
the dominant autumn trends in MOM Park.
Grab the must-have pieces of the season in our shopping
center and if you do so between 26 August and 6 October,
take part in our prize game and win our grand prize, a trip to
Provence, the magical region of southern French gastronomy
or one of our other valuable prizes.
Come visit during the MOM Park Shopping Days between
3-6 October for irresistible discounts so you can increase
your chances of personally experiencing the secret of “joie
de vivre”.
We look forward to seeing you this autumn with the most
exciting pieces and flavours of the season in MOM Park.

Anna Szegedi
MOM Park Marketing and PR Director
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FAS H I O N

Autumn
chic
As Coco Chanel believes, fashion’s rule number one is to feel fabulous
in your a�re. No women lack more style than she who lacks
conﬁdence in her clothes.

Take this message with you this autumn season, dominated by neon colours, lace,
tweed patterns, dark floral patterns and rock and roll. Combine clothes that fit your
personality in style to keep you confident, casual and chic even on a rainy Monday morning.
Collect as many iconic pieces as you can so that you can pair them at any time with simple
materials or accessories that will spice up any ou�it. And take it as eternal advice to take the
time to get to know yourself, your personal style, your talents, and make the most
out of them. MOM Park will be your partner in this during this autumn season as well.
4
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FAS H I O N

woman
IN

Leather gloves
GERRY WEBER:
HUF 23,995

style

Sunflower shade
leather jacket
GERRY WEBER:
HUF 126,995

Love at first sight? Definitely yes.
You won’t be disappointed because
the rigorous autumn days can be
jazzed up with irresistible ideas and
exciting novelties you are guaranteed
to fall in love with and you will not be
bored with the season anytime soon.

2 pieces bobby pin
pack with pearls
H&M:
HUF 2,995

Shoes
MICHAEL KORS:
HUF 50,000

Cowl neck tunic
NUBU:
HUF 48,500

Bracelet
PANDORA:
from HUF 24,800

Felted wool hat
H&M:
HUF 2,995
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Bag
COCCINELLE:
HUF 103,900

Dress – MICHAEL KORS: HUF 70,000 / Gold bracelet - PANDORA: HUF 50,900 / Silver bracelet - PANDORA: HUF 16,900 /
Earrings - RESERVED: HUF 1,995 / Sandals - LIU JO: HUF 41,015 / Pink bag - FURLA: HUF 168,500
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Rosefield watch
SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 37,900

FAS H I O N - S H OW R O O M

Charms
PANDORA:
from HUF 7,900

Long rhinestone
earrings
H&M:
HUF 3,495
Necklace
SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 39,900

Bracelet
PANDORA:
HUF 16,900

First ring - 0,7ct: HUF 599,000
Soliter - 0,5 ct: HUF 980,000
Encrusted - 2ct: HUF 1,490,000
LUKÁCS ÉKSZER

BEST
Friends

forever

Men’s watch
MICHAEL KORS:
HUF 62,000

The right accessories can be your best friends for a business
meeting or an elegant party, and even on weekends — if you
follow the principle of “less is more”, allowing you to spice up
your autumn wardrobe with a few timeless pieces.
8
Men’s card holder MICHAEL KORS: HUF 18,000

AD

LOVE
your shoes
Why do we fancy shoes? For a well-picked
high-quality footwear can make you move even
on the coldest and gloomiest days.
For a trendy and comfortable piece makes you confident
and dresses you up. For whether it rains or shines,
your favourite pair of shoes are always with you.
Don’t make compromises! Choose a product that
reflects your personality, be it either a romantic shoe,
or high heel boots or a cool pair of sneakers.
Check out CCC’s latest autumn collection and find
the piece that makes you step out.
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FAS H I O N

MAN'S

life

Pullover
GANT:
HUF 47,990

Leather cross bag
H&M:
HUF 29,995

How is men’s style this autumn? Most of all timeless.
Demanding. Cross-season. What about the man?
A man who combines functional materials with
modern silhouettes. Natural and high tech at the same
time. Traditional but still modern. He reinterprets corduroy and tweed pieces, and flannel too.
He sees the opportunity in transitions and is both
rebellious and classic.

Slim fit chinos
H&M:
HUF 9,995

Men’s watch
MICHAEL KORS:
HUF 93,000

Phone case
NUBU:
HUF 5,999

Tommy Jeans man’s shirt
GRIFF:
HUF 29,900
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Polo Ralph Lauren
Shoes - Hanford
OFFICE SHOES:
HUF 31,990

Yellow pullover - GANT: HUF 45,990 / Trousers - LAAG&HILL: HUF 34,990 / Sunglasses - RESERVED: HUF 3,995 / Wines- BORTÁRSASÁG / Textiles - BUTLERS
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TOP
10

FAS H I O N TO P 1 0
Diva women’s bag
FURLA:
HUF 184,000

Jumpsuit
MAX&Co.:
HUF 75,250

2
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1

MUST HAVES

Choose pieces for this autumn season that are
easy to combine and casually complement each other
so you can appear eﬀortless, while saying
‘I woke up like this.’

3

Women’s shoes
MAX&Co.:
HUF 123,850

4

Parka
RESERVED:
HUF 9,995

FAS H I O N TO P 1 0

7

Light jungle satin
viscose jacket
INTIMISSIMI:
HUF 19,990

Swarovski necklace
SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 26,900

6

Don’t forget to pay attention to details: an elegant hat,
an impeccable wristwatch and a beautiful necklace all add to
the perfect look and refined global impression.

5

Tommy Hilfiger shoes
OFFICE SHOES:
HUF 23,990

9

Men’s watch
GUESS:
HUF 49,990

8
A line flower-patterned
skirt
MOHITO:
HUF 9,995

Earrings
RESERVED:
HUF 1,995

10
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BEAUTY
Vichy Mineral 89
Hyaluron Acid Eye
Fortifier 15ml
EVITAL:
HUF 5,891

COLOURS
redefined

My Favorite Palette-Nude pink
DOUGLAS:
HUF 6,490

In autumn, we enjoy the wide array of
beauty products to choose from even more.
Why is this so? Maybe because it feels
good to spice up the gloomier weekdays
with some lively colours and glow.
This season’s makeup trend is perfectly
in line with this, as moderation is a thing
of the past — don’t be afraid of using bold
colours. And glitter is no longer limited to
eye shadows — it has made its way into
lipsticks too. Feel free to experiment.

Full coverage brush
BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 16,000
Foil Eye Shadow
Gold Metalist
MAC COSMETICS
(DOUGLAS):
HUF 6,900
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Shine intense
moisturizer 50 ml
ADRIENNE FELLER:
HUF 55,245

Luxe Shine Intense lipstick
BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 12,200

DOUGLAS: Coco Chanel Mademoiselle EDP 50ml perfume: HUF 35,490 / Tom Ford Méteallique perfume 50ml: HUF 41,990 / Armani Privé Amber Eccentrico 100ml perfume: HUF 76,490 /
YSL Touché Éclat: HUF 14,490 / Chanel Joues Contraste blush: HUF 15,990 / Chanel Les Beiges powder: HUF 20,700 / Estée Lauder Double Wear foundation: HUF 12,990 / Lancome L’Absolu Lacquer 202
lip gloss: HUF 9,700 / Lancome Hypnose 03 palette: HUF 17,800 / Clarins Glow2Go Highlighter stick: HUF 10,700 / Clarins SOS primer: HUF 10,300 / Dior Diorshow mascara: HUF 11,990 /
Douglas mini brush set: HUF 4,490 / Lip Color - BOBBI BROWN: HUF 12,200 / Eye Shadow - BOBBI BROWN: HUF 12,300 / Hand creams - YVES ROSCHER: HUF 890 /
ADRIENNE FELLER: Shine elixir oil: HUF 82,900 / Aromazen ardonia oil: HUF 16,510 / White essence: HUF 5,715 / Thomas Sabo moon pendant - SILVER ISLAND: HUF 40,600 /
MVMT watch - SILVER ISLAND: HUF 38,900 / PANDORA: Gold necklace: HUF 27,900 / Gold bee pendant: HUF 22,500 / Gold ring: HUF 27,900 / Rosegold ring: HUF 24,900 / Rosegold bracelet: HUF 36,900
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Versace Pour Homme men’s perfume 50 ml DOUGLAS: HUF 22,700

Guerlain Pera Granita women’s perfume 75 ml DOUGLAS: HUF 23,990

Gucci Guilty men’s perfume 50 ml MÜLLER: HUF 21,800

Autumn

breeze

DKNY women’s perfume 30 ml MÜLLER: HUF 15,900
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Lancome La vie est belle women’s perfume 30 ml MÜLLER: HUF 20,400

GIVENCHY Dahlia Divin Nude women’s perfume 30 ml DOUGLAS: HUF 30,990

Chloe Nomade women’s perfume 30 ml DOUGLAS: HUF 18,700

BEAUTY

A fragrance can be so captivating that we fall
in love with it and remain more or less loyal to
it for a lifetime. Whether it be fruity-floral or
a mysteriously oriental, our love remains
unbroken. During the transitional period
between seasons, in addition to the mild,
water-based scents that evoke summer,
more aromatic, spicy perfumes are also
a good choice, with notes of sweet pear or
more powder scented components.
Have you found the one?

Quality,

SKINCARE

naturally

These luxury soaps are made from
natural, premium quality ingredients
only using Hungarian thermal water,
shea butter, Sicilian olive oil, and the
essential rejuvenating and energizing
Pannonescence (a special extract from
7 herbs) and premium essential oils. They
cleanse, refresh and regenerate the skin.

The highlights of autumn skincare are
undoubtedly face masks, hair oils,
balms and soaps containing valuable
oils and herbal extracts. A�er a
hot summer we should regenerate
with products like shea butter or
a vitamin-rich pumpkin enzyme
mask. Choose products with natural
ingredients as o�en as possible
because your skin uses them as
nutrients and can integrate
them better.

Experience the benefits
of this oil enriched with
3 types of floral oils
and jojoba oil rich in
Omega 6 and 9 fatty
acids in multiple ways.
A true nourishing and
regenerating bath for
your hair, giving you
fuller, more resistant and
beautiful hair without
a greasy effect.

Hair reparation oil
150 ml
YVES ROCHER:
HUF 2,190

Hungarian bath soaps
155 g
ADRIENNE FELLER:
from HUF 1,943

With this creamy soft balm, you can
cleanse your skin gently but effectively.
The product contains allantoin formula
which helps to calm the stressful skin.
The moisturizing effects from the brown
sugar, the provitamin B5 and glycerol
components prevent the skin from
drying out. It is enriched with chia seeds
extract and sunflower oil.
Cleansing balm with chia seeds
and brown sugar for normal and
dry skin, 100 ml
DM:
HUF 699

Thanks to its enzymes,
pumpkin gently
removes impurities
and dead skin for
smoother, more
radiant skin. Lemon
and ginger essential
oils refresh and
revitalize the skin.
In its formula, an
antioxidant-rich
infusion of Greek
mountain tea
replaces water.

Apivita detox face mask
with pumpkin
2x8ml
EVITAL:
HUF 1,512
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LIFESTYLE

BE
inspired
BY AUTUMN
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We can ﬁnally say goodbye to the s�ﬂing heat, allowing
both nature and us to breathe easier as the cooler weather
arrives. Splashing in the sea, spending �me on the beach and
sunbathing is no longer at the top of our priori�es.
Take advantage of autumn, relax, recharge in nature, exercise in
the fresh air. Weekend walks in your latest warm jacket, baking
chestnuts in the evening surrounded by orange and cinnamon
scented candles, enjoying a cup of tea wrapped up in a blanket in
your favourite coﬀee shop or simply sitting on a bench with a stylish
travel mug while sunbathing — but make sure not to forget the face
cream with SPF as you leave summer behind.
This season is perfect for trips and to explore nature: hiking,
walking, relaxing and reflecting on your life in a beautiful forest,
or doing yoga by a lake while enjoying the colours and scents
of autumn.

Female model: Dress NUBU: HUF 55,900 / Cardigan - GANT: HUF 46,890 / Necklace - PANDORA: HUF 41,900 / Rings - PANDORA: HUF 24,900 and HUF 13,900 / Shoes - RESERVED: HUF 4,995 /
Light pink bag - COCCINELLE: HUF 105,900 / Male model: Trousers - LAAG&HILL: HUF 49,990 / Shoes - LAAG&HILL: HUF 39 980 / Belt - LAAG&HILL: HUF 14,990 / Shirt - GANT: HUF 39,890 /
Watch - GANT: HUF 75,990 / Blazer - RESERVED: HUF 14,495 / BUTLERS: Mini jam: HUF 490 / Mini pepper grinder: HUF 990 / Wine glass: HUF 1,190 / Corkscrew: HUF 4,990 / Cutting board: HUF 3,490 /
White plate: HUF 1,290 / Kitchen towel: HUF 1,490 / Palacios Remondo La Vendimia 2017 - BORTÁRSASÁG: HUF 3,750 Ft / Bodegas Pittacum Petit Pittacum 2018 - BORTÁRSASÁG: HUF 3,090 Ft /
Sandwiches: FRUCCOLA / Sesame sticks: BAGATELLINI
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LIFESTYLE - INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW
with

Marton
ADRIENN

Adrienn Marton graduated
in culinary arts, then she has
become a truly health-conscious
food stylist, a sophisticated,
stylish and confident woman,
mother of two children and wife,
who draws inspiration during
her daily life from her family and
purposefully reforms the classic
dishes of Hungarian cuisine.

What is your earliest memory about cooking?
Grandma. Kitchen counter. Preparing coconut sponge cakes.
My grandmother asked me to dip the sponge cakes into the
melted chocolate. I couldn’t do it. I ate it. All of it. Because
dark chocolate is my favourite…
Your favourite cookbook?
I couldn’t mention just one favourite. I really love the books
of Julia Child, Giada De Laurentiis and Massimo Bottura.
Nonetheless I am also proud of some Hungarian cookbooks.
It is important to me that the recipe reads well and that the
food be easy to prepare, yet be surprising. And that it can
be served nicely.
Your favourite restaurant in MOM Park?
Practically I love each and every restaurant in MOM Park.
Leroy – my go-to place whenever I want to have a divine lunch
while having a formal business meeting. Vapiano - pop in
with my family and quickly eat something freshly prepared.
Paulaner - when meeting with friends. Fruccola - this place is
so much like myself. That is, they have the same kind of cuisine
as the one I prepare in my shows. And let me highlight two
more. In the morning I love the freshly baked bakery items in
Bagatellini, or if I feel like having some exotic bites, I pop into
WASABI to have some sushi.
What would you pack for an autumn picnic?
Apples, grapes, plums and figs. Plus, breaded meat
sandwich and hot honey tea in a thermos.

LIFESTYLE - INTERVIEW

Your favourite
book in case it
rains outside?

Jacket
MAX&Co.:
HUF 101,690

Julia Child books
LIBRI:
HUF 5,250

Phone, jeans, scarf, travel
guide and a light coat.

Slim high waist jeans
RESERVED:
HUF 9,995

ESTEE LAUDER - Resilience
Lift Night Lifting
DOUGLAS:
HUF 37,700

ALBA scarf
FURLA:
49,500 Ft

What cosme�cs do you
use in autumn?
Intensive night balms
and hand-creams.

What are the ﬁve things
you would take with you
for an autumn trip?

Which is your favourite
family-restaurant in MOM Park?
Jo Malone Geranium & Walnut
Hand Creme
DOUGLAS:
HUF 10,100

If we want something
fresh and quick,
we choose Vapiano.
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BACK
to school

BACK TO SCHOOL

Pullover
GANT KIDS:
HUF 23,990

Patterned socks
3 pair
CALZEDONIA:
HUF 5,990

Autumn also means the start of school, a time
of early morning wake-ups, lunch wrapping and
a�ernoon homework as everyone in the family
returns to the busy weekdays. Choose accessories
that will make it easier to start over, both for the
little ones and the older ones.

MAGNUM thermos
BUTLERS:
HUF 3,990

Lunch box
for boys, 3 pcs
TCHIBO:
HUF 1,995

AMBAR Spiral
notebook Sugar &
Spice A5
PIREX:
HUF 1,605

Lannoo
backpack
PIREX:
HUF 12,055
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Beats EP headphone
iCENTRE:
HUF 31,990

Our Castle by the Sea - book - LIBRI: HUF 2,990 / Silence - book - LIBRI: HUF 2,900 / Adorned Palace - book - LIBRI: HUF 3,699 / PIREX: Pen cases: HUF 3,290 / Sketch book: HUF 5,990 /
Book patterned notebook: HUF 3,490 / My thoughts blue notebook: HUF 5,690 / Parker pen: HUF 14,990 / Stylus shaped pen: HUF 2,190 / Vintage notebooks with flower pattern: from HUF 340 /
Thick spiral notebook w. colored pages: HUF 3,990 / Stabilo highlighter: HUF 450 / Stabilo tip pen: HUF 275 / Pencils HUF 110-890 / Erasers: HUF 70-250 / Binder clip: HUF 1,490 /
Paper clip: HUF 150 / Message board letters - BUTLERS: HUF 4,990 / Tom Ford reading glasses - OPTIC WORLD: HUF 72,990 / BEOPLAY H8i - iCENTRE: HUF 129,990 /
Lomono Beige backpack - NUBU: HUF 22,500 / Artificial flower - ARIOSO: HUF 6,750
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LIFESTYLE - HOME

homemade

autumn

Even if you don’t refurbish your home every season, it’s
worthwhile refreshing the atmosphere and the spaces
with seasonal colours, scents and shapes.
Even a bouquet of late autumn coloured flowers can
land a new hint to your living space.

Lamber Agnolo
handmade glass vase
ARIOSO:
HUF 16,200

Esteban incense sticks
Esprit de Thé ARIOSO:
HUF 17,500
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Seasonal autumn bouquet
ARIOSO:
from HUF 8,500

LIFESTYLE - HOME
Lamber Auro
gold rama mirror
ARIOSO:
HUF 148,500

GEOMETRICS LED
lights
BUTLERS:
HUF 4,990

Autumn mood can be created in so many ways
with warm toned cushions, fabrics, metal lamps
and mood lighting. One of the trendiest items of
the 2019 autumn home decor is the mirror, which
is useful anyway in dark rooms with little light, but
mirrors now appear as a focal point or as an essential
decoration in almost every room. Let’s choose one
that also reflects our personality, so we’ll feel even
better when we look into it.
Strick pouf
TCHIBO:
HUF 16,995

ROCK ‚N’ SOUL chair BUTLERS: HUF 29,900
Source: butlers.hu
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Glass straw w. brush,
multicolored
5pcs/set
BUTLERS:
HUF 2,490

LIFESTYLE

Bottle w. aroma filter,
800ml
TCHIBO:
HUF 3,995

1

Everyday
sustainability

Get a trendy bottle to keep
yourself hydrated without
wasting any plastic.

4

2

Choose wisely when taking your food away!
Or make your lunch ready a day before and take it
with you in a box to decrease your waste.
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Lunch box, foldable, w. separator
and cutleries
TCHIBO:
HUF 3,995

The world of disposable
straws are over!
We can choose now straws
made of paper,
metal or even glass.
Lamy notebook A6
PIREX:
HUF 3,790

3

Take some short notes in a
nice notebook on what you
could change to make your life
and environment better.
Lamy lx, ballpoint pen, rosegold
PIREX:
HUF 8,540

SHOPPING DAYS

3-6 OCTOBER 2019

INSPIRATION. STYLE.
DISCOUNTS.
Find the best pieces of
autumn and get them with
discounts!
Download the coupon booklet:
www.mompark.hu/shopping-days
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her
chill

LIFESTYLE - SPORT

W HP Ocean SWT jacket
HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 36,990

Once you have found the perfect ou�it for your yoga,
body art, or Pilates classes, it is guaranteed that you
will be looking forward to stepping on the mat over
and over again in your so�, breathable, ingeniously
designed clothes and say with sincere conviction that
there is nothing more comfortable and stylish than a
good pair of yoga pants. Is running more your thing?
Then a quality digital accessory or a warm running
jacket may be your favourite companion.

Apple Watch Series 4
GPS Gold Aluminium
Case with Pink Sand
Sport Loop
iCENTRE:
HUF 157,990

Beats Powerbeats3
Wireless earphones
iCENTRE:
HUF 65,990

Puma Smash V2
HERVIS:
HUF 16,999

Source: hm.com
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Sports bra medium support
H&M:
HUF 2,995

Ankle-lenght
sports tights
TCHIBO:
HUF 5,995

Yoga - Mind and Body
- Sivanada Yoga Centre
LIBRI:
HUF 3,900

his
chill

LIFESTYLE - SPORT
Hoodie
HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 29,990

Sports are part of every man’s life in one way
or another. Some are determined enough
to run at 2 am some take part in fierce tennis
matches, and others prefer to read about it.
Whatever the type, comfortable and
functional pieces are for everyone, as active
relaxation is beneficial for all of us.

JBL Reflect
Contour 2
earphones
iCENTRE:
HUF 29,990

Fedegraphic: A Graphic
Biography of the Genious
Roger Federer
ANIMA BOOKSTORE:
HUF 5,990

Source: hm.com

Puma Phase backpack
HERVIS:
HUF 6,999

Short-sleeved
sports top
H&M:
HUF 2,995

Vernon Low-Cut
men’s shoes
HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 33,990
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Autumn

on the table

One of the best things in autumn is that it enchants us
not only with its dazzling colours, but we can
also enjoy a multitude of culinary experiences and
majestic flavours thanks to this incomparable season.
Enjoy this unique gastronomic journey and experience
hospitality first hand at MOM Park. Enjoy the Bavarian
way of life or feel as if you were sitting in a tiny
patisserie in a French village.

An intimate evening dinner as the
leaves turn golden outside ... Crispy,
spicy meat from the oven with a fullbodied glass of wine or beer.
One of the benefits of the season is
that we can finally slow down a bit.
Take advantage of this while eating!

30

The days are getting shorter, our body gets
less and less light. Let’s bring summer
back for a little while, choose
a dish that is best accompanied
by seasonal, fresh vegetables,
such as a portion of protein
rich grilled shrimp.

GASTRO

Would you like to wake up in France? If only
for a few bites, but there is a place where,
when you close your eyes and bite into
any cake, you forget that it is raining, that
autumn has arrived and you find yourself in an
unadulterated, sunny French bakery.

A�er a gloomy, cool day, when all we want is to put
our feet up and sit back, the most soul-warming
hug is a vanilla, white chocolate mousse with
raspberry jelly and pumpkin seed praline crust with
so� sponge cake. Or do you need more?
31

ENJOYING
Indian summer

Victorinox MiniChamp
EXTRA METÁL:
HUF 13,800

Lily O’Briens
ANITA DELICATE:
HUF 3,990

Cofee please
ANIMA BOOKSTORE:
HUF 3,650

on a blanket

One of the most enjoyable and magical activities of
the season is going out for a picnic, which was made
fashionable in the 17th and 18th centuries by the
French and English aristocracy and later became
popular around the world. Don’t just be stylish on
weekdays, take advantage of the beautiful autumn
Sundays, sunny hours, and enjoy the outdoors while
sitting on a blanket to make it easier for you to survive
the long, cold winter months.
Macarons
BAGATELLINI:
from HUF 330

Laposa - Apukám világa
(My father’s world) - riesling
BORTÁRSASÁG:
HUF 5,150
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A DAY IN THE PARK
picnic basket for 2
BUTLERS:
HUF 16,990

Paris blue shopper
ARIOSO:
HUF 12,500

BUTLERS: bulb strip 20 lights: HUF 4,990 / Lighthouse lantern: HUF 5,990 and 7,490 / Serving tray: HUF 9,890 / Plate 20,5 cm: HUF 1,690 / Plate 28 cm: HUF 2,990 /
Decoration plate: HUF 4,990 – 8,990 / Cutting board: HUF 6,490 / Tea candle holder: HUF 2,690 / Marrakesch pillows: HUF 9,990 / Blue checked picnic blanket: HUF 8,990 /
Corkscrew: HUF 4,990 / Olive wood spoon: HUF 2,990 / Basket: HUF 5,490 / Candlestick: HUF 2,990 – 3,490 / Jug: HUF 4,990 / Serviette: HUF 990 / Matt gold cutlery set of 4: HUF 4,990 /
Picnic basket for 4: HUF 25,990 / Thermos: HUF 3,990 – 4,990 / Table-cloth: HUF 19,900 - 24,900 / Wooden pepper grinder: HUF 4,990 / Buckle bottle: HUF 1,690 – 1,990 /
Citybike bicycle - women - HERVIS: HUF 59,499 / Food and drinks: Fruccola, à table!, Bagatellini, Bortársaság, Szamos
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idyllic
Provence

If you happen to visit Provence with its
wonderful landscapes, you can get a glimpse
of the true French countryside lifestyle and,
of course, buy freshly baked bague�es and
sun-ripe fruits in the deligh�ul local markets.
The soul of Provence is the gastronomy and culinary experiences in the first place.
Here, you can spoil your senses. It would be a sin to miss the local spicy dry sausage
and goat cheese, lavender and Calisson cake. Here, in the paradise of gourmets, you can
taste the real ratatouille (the French version of the Hungarian lecsó), bouillabaisse
(fish soup), aioli (a sauce prepared with mayonnaise and garlic), pistou soup, tapenade
(olive cream) and lots of seafood, from black mussels to oysters, not to mention the
delicious Provence wines… Beyond entertaining your taste buds, there are of course
plenty of programs in the area, such as visiting Aix-en-Provence, a true rural French
town with small houses, pedestrian streets, cafes, great suburban areas, real old
cinemas, markets and patisseries where it’s worth popping in even though you don’t
want to buy anything since tasting is always oﬀered.
Shop at MOM Park, take part in our autumn prize game and win the grand prize,
a trip to the fascinating world of Provence!
Dura�on of the game: From 26 August to 6 October 2019
For additional information, please visit: www.mompark.hu

SKINCARE

IMAGINE
YOUR STYLE
SHOP. WIN. TRAVEL.
Get the novelties of autumn
and win a trip to harmonious
Provence!
Duration of the game:
26 August – 6 October 2019
Details and rules: 
www.mompark.hu/nyeremenyjatek
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Autumn
book review
TINA TURNER is the uncrowned
queen of Rock and Roll, a living
legend who, in her astonishingly
hear�elt autobiography,
tells of her unique career
and private life.
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The love of my life
Tina Turner
LIBRI
HUF 4,500

The author of the bestseller Soul
Path is now inviting the reader on
a journey that takes you to the
depths of the soul, a source of
understanding and acceptance,
where true happiness resides.

As if a crazy postmodern writer was
about to make a Norwegian crime story,
but in the meanwhile, his unbridled
humour would not let things go their
way. This is the first book of one of the
best Hungarian stand up comedians.

Walking in the light
Robert Lawson
ANIMA KÖNYVESBOLT
HUF 3,690

The man who killed the man who
killed a man - or 101 dead bodies
in Dramfjord
Kőhalmi Zoltán
LIBRI
HUF 3,799

The newest bowling spot of the city, the Buda Bowling Club
awaits you with 10 alleys, special selection of drinks
and the well-known snacks of the cinema bar.
Switch off in a special atmosphere!

1123 Budapest, Alkotás u. 53. - MOM Park – II. emelet
Foglalás: +36 70/ 292 8001 / info@budajoyclub.hu
www.budajoyclub.hu

Autumn
movie review
AD ASTRA
Út a csillagokba
AD- ASTRA

Charlie
Charlie’sangyalai
Angels

Roy McBride műszaki tiszt elindul, hogy átszelje a
Amikor Soh Bae jelentkezik, hogy Charlie negyedik
Technical Oﬃcer Roy McBride sets out to cross the
When Soh Bae applies to be Charlie’s fourth angel,
galaxist, és kiderítse az igazságot apjáról, aki húsz éve
angyala legyen, azonnal bedobják a mélyvízbe,
galaxy and discover the truth about his father, who
she is immediately thrown into the deep water as
tűnt el, miközben idegen éle�ormák után kutatott az
mivel
a többi
angyalt
elrabolja abyrejtélyes
Ronny
has been missing for twenty years as he explored
the other
angels
are kidnapped
the mysterious
űrben.
Ugyan
sokáig
halott
nak
hitt
ék,
egy
új
bizonyíPetankan.
Egyedül
a
kocka
segítőjére,
Nathan
Woodalien life in space. Though believed dead for a long
Ronny Petankan. He can count only on his geek
ték
arra
utalhat,
hogysuggests
Cliﬀord McBride
mégMcBride
mindig él,
segítségére
akarja
menteni
time,
new
evidence
that Cliﬀord
is hall
helper
Nathan számíthat,
Woodhall ifha
hemeg
wants
to save
the
still aliveésand
in anerőműben
abandoned
power plant…
angels before
egyhiding
elhagyott
bujkál…
az angyalokat,
mégbreakfast!
reggeli előtt!
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Premier:
Bemutató:
19 September,
2019
2019.
szeptember
19.

Premier:
Bemutató:
14 November,
2019
2019.
november
14.

Gemini
Gemini Man
Man
Ebben az ötletes, izgalmas és rendkívül
In this imaginati
ve, exciting,
andSmith
extremely
látványos
akcióthrillerben
a Will
által
spectacular action thriller, Henry Brogan,
megformált Henry Brogan egy elit gyilkos,
impersonated by Will Smith, is an elite
akit assassin
hirtelen who
üldözni
kezd egy chased
rejtélyes
is suddenly
byfiaatal
ügynök, sőt,
úgy agent
tűnik,who
előreeven
megseems
tudja to
mysterious
young
jósolni
hősünkevery
minden
be able
to predict
steplépését.
of our hero.
Premier:
Bemutató:
10 October,
2019
2019.
október
10.

MOM Park Shopping Center oﬀers exclusive brands, quality services and culinary
delights to visitors in Budapest’s 12th district. At the junction of the capital, more
than 100 shops and service units oﬀer outstanding quality.
Address: H-1123 Budapest, Alkotás u. 53.
Business hours:
Stores:

Restaurants:

Monday to Wednesday:
10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.*

Monday to Friday:
11.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m.*

Thursday to Saturday:
10.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.*

*Certain stores and restaurants have
diﬀerent business hours.

Sunday:
10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.*
Accessibility:
By car: The parking garage of MOM Park Shopping Center can be accessed
through the Csörsz utca and Alkotás út entrances. There are 4 e-car charging
stations right across the barrier at the Csörsz utca entrance of the parking garage
which allows you to charge your car while you are shopping free of charge if you
pay parking fee.

Buy 1 bottle of wine
and get 1 CINEMApink ticket for free!

By public transporta�on: The Shopping Center is half a minute walk from the
Csörsz utca tram station of tramlines No. 17 and 61 or from the bus stop of
bus lines No. 212, 139, 140, 140 A and 142.
www.mompark.hu
www.facebook.com/mompark
www.instagram.com/mompark
The PARK© Magazin, brand, trademark and logo are the exclusive property of
OTP Ingatlanbefektetési Alap.
PARK© Magazin is a publication of MOM Park Shopping Center.
It is prohibited to reproduce or process any part of PARK© Magazin in any form
or manner without the permission of the right holders.

You may take the bottle of wine with you to the showroom.
Learn more about the promotion at the CINEMApink bar.
1123 Budapest, Alkotás u. 53. | Tel: +36 70/ 292 8001 E-mail: info@cinemapink.hu

PARK© Magazin is not responsible for any printing errors.
Crea�ve agency: Café Communications
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